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The Journey to 329 Orrong Road, Kewdale
By Srini, Chairman of the NLCC Building
Committee

It has been more than six months now that
we have been in our new building and I am
sure all of us in NLCC would agree that this
feels like home. This is the wonderful place
that God has provided for us to worship Him
and to fellowship with one another.
Today, we dedicate the physical building we
call Church, to God. As we do that, it is timely
to reflect on the journey that brought us here
and to contemplate the journey that lies
ahead. The “hunt” for a church building
began years ago. There were opportunities,
possibilities as well as limitations and
restrictions.
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Then in early 2009, 329 Orrong Road came
into NLCC’s radar. However the asking price
was completely unreachable and we were
faced with other challenges such as
regulatory limitations and funding
constraints. At least, that is what we
thought, using human wisdom and analysis.
But God had other plans. He wanted this
place to be our home. A series of events
followed – the price came down, the
regulatory challenges became manageable,
our financial position improved and by the
grace of God we were able to purchase this
property.
For me personally, as a member of the
Building Committee, it was a journey of
faith. I am used to planning, analysing and
working out contingencies. But through that
journey, I realised how our omnipotent God
can make things that seem impossible
through our finite wisdom possible.
As we planned the acquisition of the church
premises, we were hoping to raise $1.4
million in cash and fund the balance of the
purchase through a bank mortgage. As
events turned out we only raised $900,000

which would not have been enough to finance
the purchase of the church. Once again, the
unexpected took place. We were able to obtain
mortgage financing despite our initial fears. God
had provided enough for us to proceed with the
purchase of the church.
Where do we go from here? What does God
want us to do with this physical structure we call
Church?
For centuries, churches and temples have been
the focal point of community interaction. While
the church is a physical structure, it is a conduit
by which the spiritual kingdom of God can reach
the community. It has been impressed upon the
leaders and elders that God has called NLCC to
transform communities, and this is reflected in
our church’s vision statement: To transform our
communities through a living relationship with
Jesus Christ in passionate worship, persistent
prayer, serving hands and victorious faith-living.
In order for that spiritual work to be done, NLCC
once again faces the challenges in the physical
realm. At present, our income and expenditure
leaves the church with little or no spare funds to
fund the resources required to reach the
community.
Continued on Page 2
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From Page 1
So now we are again called to look to God for His provision. We
are praying that, having provided us with the physical structure,
God will now provide the resources to use this structure for His
divine purposes. In the coming year, we aim to raise $400,000
through various fundraising efforts. The fundraising is not just
about raising the requisite amount but also about involving the
whole church – young and old, men and women.
Many of us are already involved in the production of the NLCC
Cookbook which we are targeting to have ready in time for
Christmas this year. Several other activities have been lined up
and will be rolled out over the course of the next twelve
months.
The first, and perhaps one of the most significant events, will be
tomorrow, Sunday 15 August, when we will be seeking pledges
from the congregation through sacrificial giving. Please consider
this prayerfully, and as you do so please join the committee in
praying for the provision of the funds so that what is sowed into
the church can be sent forth into the community.

Editors’ Welcome
By Tricia Kao and Stephanie Ou-Young

Two years have passed since the last issue of NLCC Epistles. In
that time, so much has happened at NLCC, and today’s Building
Dedication Service presented itself as the perfect time to rerelease the church newsletter, now rebadged as The Epistles,
and to provide everyone with an update on what’s been taking
place.
The most prominent NLCC event that happened in the past year
was the purchase of 329 Orrong Road – our new physical church
home. Please take the time to read through the various articles
on the next few pages about our move from UWA to the City of
Belmont. Every member of NLCC believes that our story is one
of tremendous faith, sacrifice, perseverance and servanthood,
and we pray that as you read these articles, you will be
encouraged by God’s amazing ways.
The next biggest change has been the birth of six new NLCC
babies! These beautiful additions to our church family feature
on pages 6 to 8. If you haven’t already met them in person,
you’re missing out as they are just the most precious, exquisite
little ones!
Reviews on the recent mission trip to Cambodia also feature in
this issue. NLCC is a missions-focused church; and our leaders
have always been committed to sending teams to places in
need of God’s love and the Good News.
The aim of The Epistles is to increase the awareness of NLCC
events to those within and outside of the church, in order to
strengthen our sense of community and ‘belonging’ to each
other. We hope you will enjoy this issue and be blessed by the
articles.
If you have any questions or if you would like to submit an
article for the next issue of The Epistles, please email us at
epistles@nlcc.org.au.
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The NLCC Cookbook
The NLCC Cookbook is NLCC’s key building fundraising effort this
year. Over the last two months, members of the church have
submitted their best recipes for inclusion in the book, and
photography (and tasting!) sessions have just wrapped up. The NLCC
Building Committee aims to produce a cookbook that is
intergenerational and reflects our Australian-Asian heritage. That’s
why all types of recipes by cooks of all ages were welcome!
Be sure to get your copy when the cookbook is released for sale. Preorders will be available from September and we expect the books to
be available by November, just in time for Christmas.
Here are just some of the mouth-watering dishes that will be
appearing in the cookbook. Mmm… tempting!
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A Journey in Faith Raising
By Elder Alan Ong, Head of the NLCC Building Committee

NLCC began a new chapter in its history when
we officially took over the property at 329
Orrong Road, Kewdale on 14 February 2010. In
fact, this chapter began to unfold when the
church board decided to put in an offer for the
property on 3 September 2009. This was a
decision that took a great step of faith, as on
paper, the financials just simply did not add up.
When our offer of $2.35 million was finally
accepted exactly one week later, we had mixed
feelings of excitement and concern. We were
excited because we knew that we had secured a
good deal for a purpose-built church on a
sizeable piece of land. But we were concerned
as we did not know how we would meet the
financial shortfall.
When the building committee was formed in late
2008, the church had only $250,000 set aside in
its bank account for the purchase of a building.
After the faith pledges exercise on 20 September
2009, we received additional commitments of
$650,000. This meant that we needed to secure
a bank loan of at least $1.475 million in order to
meet the purchase price. Banks are not keen to

lend to churches due to the moral obligations
should a church default on its loan. Basically,
this meant that securing any form of credit
from a financial institution required a miracle
… and thus our journey in faith raising began.
Firstly, the offer to purchase stipulated that
we raise all finances in 30 days. Despite the
odds that were stacked against us, we began
our search for the required funding. It was
faith that saw us through discouragements
when almost all the major financial
institutions either turned us down directly or
instituted a limit of 50% loan to value ratio
(which meant we needed $1.2 million in cash
to conclude the deal).
The breakthrough came when one financial
group miraculously agreed to lend us $1.45
million, which brought the cash component
down to $950,000 (including fees). At this
point, it seemed that we were only short of
$50,000 as we had cash and pledges totalling
$900,000. However, we still needed a further
$350,000 immediately – to contend with
future huge debt servicing and essential
building renovation costs.

We decided to approach members for a
sacrificial offering. At the same time, we
also approached many friends and other
churches for their support, and a total of
$350,000 was raised! This was nothing
short of a miracle and an act of faith from
many in our church. The members of NLCC
certainly rose to the challenge of faith
raising, and we would like to thank you for
doing so!
Buying any property involves fundraising
but our experience was one of faith raising.
We learned that if God is in it and if God
wants us to have it, we will have it … that is,
if we are prepared to exercise our faith.
We have begun the journey of faith and we
now need to continue to scale greater
heights of faith … faith to believe that we
will ultimately be clear of this debt, just as
He in His grace has declared us already free
from all of our spiritual debts.

A Long Time Coming
has been our prayer and our hope that one day the
church would have its own building.

By Alex Chen

Praise God! We finally have a building! No
more packing and unpacking. No more jump
starts for the equipment van in the morning.
Much less wear and tear of expensive
equipment. Much less “technical problems”.
More time practicing and worshipping God!
I have been in the worship team at NLCC
from essentially the beginning, when the
church was known as Genesis Fellowship.
From the humble days of our two-man team
– just Uncle Chew Por and myself – to the
fantastic and charismatic team it is today, I’ve
seen and experienced the consequences of
packing and unpacking the heavy equipment
of the church van at least four times a week,
every week. Not to mention the constant
breaking down of the church van despite
“upgrading” twice. (While the last van had
air-conditioning, it was still a manual
transmission and lacked power steering!) I
still remember the day we had to push the
van down the hill to jump-start it, and in the
process, we annihilated a small bus stop. It

“Old Faithful” in action in 2008.

It’s not just about the packing and unpacking though.
Now that we have our own building, we can focus our
time more on team building, praying, sharing of the
Word and just having a great time jamming and
worshipping God. It also allows us to easily organise
workshops for both worship team members (e.g. vocal
workshops), as well as our church members, such as
the worship leading workshops for life group leaders.
On top of that, we are now able to bless other
churches who rent our facilities for seminars and
conferences by sharing our equipment.
Since moving into the new premises on 14 February
2010, there have been multiple upgrades of our
equipment. This included a new drum kit, new sound,
projection and lighting equipment – all of which has
helped us to improve the atmosphere of worship.

To me, it seems that all the hard work has paid off. I
have seen the worship team grow and mature over
the years; so many have worked so hard, giving up so much of their time to serve and to honour
God. As a team, we know that a building does not necessarily mean a great church with great
worship, but we acknowledge that God has been gracious and generous, blessing us abundantly
with such a wonderful facility. This has helped to continue to build faith in the worship team.
We believe that as we honour God, He will bless us, and honour us.
The van finally has a place to call home.
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Renovation Rescue
By Wilmot Loh

New Life City Church has truly been blessed with a place to call home in the City of
Belmont. I believe that God has placed us here to be a lighthouse to the community, and
it is important that our church building shines as a beacon to draw people to Christ.
In the months leading up to this dedication of NLCC’s first church building, I have had the
privilege to be involved in some of the renovation and improvement work around the
property. I have been encouraged to see many in our church dedicate their time,
money, effort and skills in making this building a comfortable home for NLCC.

Painting the entrance gate

It is easy to take for granted the beautiful garden, clean car park, comfortable sanctuary
and meeting rooms, as well as the pristine bathroom facilities we have today; but many
of us may remember the ‘old’ building on a compound overgrown with weeds and car
park littered with leaves and debris. The church building has now been transformed to a
visual lighthouse that will draw the community in. This would not have been possible
without all the effort and contribution from
our members!
Much work was done in cleaning up the car
park and painting lines for car spaces. The
alfresco area at the back of the building now
incorporates a new landscaped garden. The
Sanctuary and meeting rooms received a new
coat of paint. New audio, stage lighting and
security systems were installed, enabling us to
stay in touch as a modern church.

Pastor Yat Wan’s not afraid to lend a hand.
He has all the right tools for the job!

On a final note: continual maintenance of the
church building is always required! It is through
the humble service of willing “servants” in our
church who dedicate their time each week to
ensure that the carpets are vacuumed, the
toilets are cleaned and so on, that we can
continue to enjoy the comfort of gathering in
God’s house. Each of us has a part to play, and
I encourage everyone to contribute and be
involved in making this church building our
home.

Cleaning up after renovating the alfresco area
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Wilmot gives the freshly painted car park lines his
seal of approval

Better than professionals!

NLCC would like to thank our friends from Youth With A Mission who sacrificially volunteered
their time over the summer break. Amazing job, guys!
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Can you spot the differences?

These aerial photos (courtesy of www.nearmap.com.au) were taken in November 2009
and March 2010. The renovation team – led by Wilmot Loh – has done an incredible job!

A Stroke of Classical Genius
By Tricia Kao

How’s this for a stroke of genius? Alexander Ong, a third year
Bachelor of Music student majoring in Classical Performance at
the WA Academy of Performing Arts (WAAPA), embarked on his
own fundraising venture earlier this year. He wanted to make a
substantial contribution to the NLCC Building Fund, but without
a constant source of income, he knew that his donation would
have to come about in an unconventional way. Recognising and
acknowledging his God-given talent, he decided to organise a
piano concert – with the full support of NLCC – with all profits
going straight into the church’s building fund.

Alex Ong performing works by Rachmaninov at the Government House Ballroom.

An audience of nearly 300 gathered at the stunning
Government House Ballroom on Saturday 24 April to support
Alex and his guest performers Krystl Ride and Sacha McCulloch,
as they performed many works by the great Romantic
composer, Sergei Rachmaninov (1873-1943). Boy, were we in
for a nice surprise!
Alex started off the afternoon with Ten Preludes, Op.23. The
slow preludes were lyrical and expressive, and the quicker ones
animated yet not lacking in depth and purpose. His entire
repertoire that afternoon was simply exquisite.
Krystl Ride (a fellow WAAPA student) then performed Lilacs and
Spring Waters. We were blown away with the tremendous
power in her voice at all ranges as she sang her songs seemingly
effortlessly. Sacha McCulloch (a WAAPA honours graduate)
performed her Rachmaninov violoncello sonata with great
emotion and flamboyance – a joy to watch and listen to. Alex’s
beautiful accompaniments for Krystl and Sacha were well
rehearsed, without detracting from the soloists.
It was a thrill when all three musicians performed as a trio to
cap off the event. And after great rounds of applause, Alex gave
a special encore – his own Romantic rendition of “How Great
Thou Art”. What extravagant worship to our Lord!

Alex, Krystl and Sacha receive a welldeserved round of applause.

Sacha performs her violoncello sonata

Everyone who was at the concert will agree that Alex has a tremendously
bright future ahead of him as a concert pianist. What a privilege, that we
at NLCC were able to support Alex in the promotion of the event, selling
of tickets and helping to make the afternoon seamless. We would like to
sincerely thank Alex, Krystl and Sacha for giving us an afternoon to
remember (literally, music to our ears!) and for helping us raise an
amazing $5,000 for our building fund.
For more information on Alexander Ong’s upcoming performances, visit
www.alexanderong.net.
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JoshuaZhi-WeiTai
Birthdate:
16 September 2009
Weight:
3.26 kg

Reasons for choosing the name “Joshua”:
It has a great meaning (“God rescues; Jehovah is my salvation”) and is easy to
pronounce and spell.
Personality:
Likes:
Dislikes:

Jolly.
Cuddles; bananas and playing peek-a-boo.
Having his nose cleaned.

Your prayer, goal or aim for your child:
To be strong and courageous for God.

Parents: Eric and Samantha Tai

HannahLee-AnnYeoh
Birthdate:
10 October 2009
Weight:
2.98 kg

Parents: Patrick and Dee May Yeoh

Reasons for choosing the name “Hannah”:
We couldn’t agree on many and we liked the meaning of Hannah (“grace, favour”).
Personality:
Likes:
Dislikes:

Cautious – she seems to check new people out thoroughly.
Strong willed.
Dogs (particularly our pet Tilly) and riding on Daddy’s shoulders.
Spicy food. (We accidentally fed her some hot pasta sauce!)

Your prayer, goal or aim for your child:
That she’ll be a woman of God, walking in His ways and fulfilling His purposes.
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AbigailJiaYiSeow
Nicknames:
Birthdate:
Weight:

Abby, Abster, Absteroony, Abstigails,
Starbigail
8 January 2010 (2.47 pm)
2.166 kg

Reasons for choosing the name “Abigail”:
Two-fold: the meaning (“Father's joy”) and the Biblical
example (Abigail was both beautiful and wise).
Personality:
Likes:

Dislikes:

Playful and likes being around people.
Bouncing in her Jumperoo; cuddles and
lots of attention; looking at things upside
down and inspecting her hands.
Her sister chucking up on her head at the
end of photo-shoots; red lights and stop
signs.

Your prayer, goal or aim for your child:
That she will be gentle, caring and love people. Also, for
her to learn Mandarin and French and take mummy and
daddy on holidays.

RebekahHuiYiSeow
Nicknames:
Birthdate:
Weight:

Parents: Sarah and James Seow

Bekah, Bekster, Beksteroonies,
Starbekah, Chewbekah
8 January 2010 (2.48 pm)
2.182 kg

Reasons for choosing the name “Rebekah”:
Two-fold: the meaning (“To bind” – like a cord of three
strands) and the Biblical example (Rebekah was both
generous and beautiful).
Personality:
Likes:

Dislikes:

Inquisitive and thoughtful.
Eating; eating and sleeping; waking up to
see Daddy before he goes to work and
talking to Granddad and vertical blinds.
Uncle Thomas’s germy saliva on her head
and people asking if she’s a little boy.

Your prayer, goal or aim for your child:
That she will be wise, loyal and a faithful friend. Also, for
her to learn Cantonese and Japanese and take mummy and
daddy on holidays.
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ChloeHoYeeLeung
Birthdate:
30 May 2010
Weight:
2.89 kg

Reasons for choosing the name “Chloe”:
Chloe is a pretty name that we like.

Parents: Jamie and Quincy Leung

Personality: We did a personality quiz for Chloe that says she’s fun,
optimistic and full of energy!
Likes:
Her warm bath and lots of cuddles.
Dislikes:
Being left alone in the bassinet, even when it’s time to nap!

SamuelZhongYiLim
Birthdate:
11 June 2010
Weight:
3.344 kg

Parents: Jason and Mim Min Lim

Personality:
Likes:
Dislikes:

Curious boy. Likes to be cuddled and
held.
Food; cuddles and bath time.
Sleeping flat; a disrupted sleep
schedule; waiting for food.

Your prayer, goal or aim for your child:
To find his greatest pleasure in Christ, that the world and
all of its best are an incomparable deficiency next to
having and knowing Jesus intimately. We know he’ll be
very talented and blessed, but we hope he’ll have the
wisdom, intellect, humility and love to steward these
gifts. To be tender hearted towards God and to His will –
knowing it because he hears His voice very, very clearly.
Is there anything else you want to say about Samuel:
If God can answer our prayers ... He can answer yours.
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Reasons for choosing the name “Samuel”:
During the combined Twelve Stones and J-Life retreat this year, I prayed
to God for our son’s name and sought a posture of listening to Him. God
then told me to choose Samuel or Isaiah. Mim and I were both praying
for a child who would be very tender and close to God; faithful to Him
and strong in Him. Samuel comes from two Hebrew words, “Samu” and
“El”, which mean, “to be heard or hear” and “God” respectively. Thus,
Samuel means “heard by God”. In the Bible, Hannah prayed that she
would conceive a child, and when she did, she named him Samuel
because God had answered her prayer.
Similarly, when we conceived, God had answered our prayer and Mim
felt this was perfect for our child. In the Bible, Samuel’s character was
wonderful. He grew up and slept in the temple, suggesting his close walk
and intimacy with God and he became a prophet, righteous and holy.
These traits were what we had been praying for, so the name fit
perfectly.
Zhong Yi = 忠義
Chinese characters are fascinating because it reveals how our ancestors
revered God, and upon looking closely, it seems they revered the Trinity.
忠 = faithfulness. The character is made up of 中 and 心 which mean
“middle” and “heart”.
義 = righteousness. Again it is made up of two characters 羊 and 我,
which mean “Lamb” and “me”.
Thus, Zhong Yi means “in the middle of my heart is a faithfulness to the
Lamb over him who makes him righteous.”
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Missions Impact 2009-2010
By Joey Chia

Have you ever been so stuck in a rut that
you question over and over again, “What
on earth am I here for?” I did. And boy, did
God open my eyes when I went on my first
mission trip to Cambodia.
I can still remember vividly what Elder SK
Gan said during one of our night meetings.
He said that when placed in a different
environment, we all shone in our different
ways. We were all there with the same
mission, wanting to serve God. We ate
together, praised and worshipped
together, prayed together, sat in the bus
together, laughed together and even had
diarrhoea together! Those were the good
times.

Every day posed a different challenge, and until we
reached our destination we were never sure where
we would be working or what facilities would be
provided. There were times when it was tiring,
there were times when we didn’t have enough,
and there were times when we were asked to do
more than what was scheduled. But through our
insufficiency, God showed that He is indeed
sufficient!
Do not worry if you are not dentally or medically
trained. Most of the time it is on-the-job training,
and everyone did pretty well. All you need is a pair
of hands, a willing heart and a thinking brain.
As I saw everything unfold, I realised that the main
character of the story is not the dental clinic. We
are merely a platform in disguise to draw the
attention of people. We are meeting their needs so
that an avenue can be opened for us to share
about God. Now that is the main mission!

I didn’t see visions or dreams, nor did I
experience healing miracles like some of
the other team members. But in His way,
God has shown me that there is so much
more to life and reminded me of my
purpose in life. In a country where many
terrible things had happened, we saw God’s
healing, we saw the people’s strength to
move on and we saw the hearts that burn
with passion for God. I can still remember
getting goose bumps when the children
sang Christmas carols, and how my heart
was moved when the army general told the
story of his acceptance of Christ.
Even though months have passed since the
trip, I still miss those moments badly. I’ll be
signing up for more without any hesitation.
How about you? Will you be in the next lifechanging trip?

Be Blessed by Blessing!
By Joey Chia

After a tiring day at work, when I looked
at these photos that my missions team
mate sent me, my heart just leapt with joy.
I will always remember and cherish these
images.

Pipes are installed to draw water from the river...

During our daily visits to the rural villages in
Cambodia, we witnessed the lack of basic
necessities. Some of the better-off villages
actually had water pumps and water filters
donated by foreigners. I wondered in my
heart how I could do the same for other
families.

Clay filters to purify water are shared amongst the
community in one of the villages.

I later discovered that everyone else in the
team had the same burning question. We
all had the heart to give, but weren’t sure
how to do it. So we approached the local
pastor and asked how we could contribute.
And we discovered that indeed, the families
really needed those pipes and filters. In
that, I was reminded that community
outreach is not just about the people who
go; the people in the ‘supporting’ roles who
give generously and pray with the team
play equally important parts. Missions
comprises of going, giving and prayer. We
are truly blessed to be able to bless others.
… and into the paddy fields.

With seeds that have been sown, I look
forward to the results.

How much is clean water worth? Priceless!
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Missions Reflection
Written by a member of the NLCC Missions Team

Over the last five years, I have been extremely privileged
to have been encouraged to participate in a number of
mission trips of different intensity and time. By God’s
grace, I am now planning my tenth trip! I am so thankful
to God for leaders who believe in missions, and my home
church, New Life City Church, which is committed to
missions.

The Cambodia Missions Team 2009-2010

Short-term mission trips have been an amazing blessing in
my life. They have challenged me to grow and expand my
vision. They have increased my love for God, increased my
love for people and deepened my understanding of God’s
kingdom and His purpose. Missions is something I look
forward to. NLCC mission trips are adventure-filled with
challenges, discouragement, heartbreak, discomfort yet
victory, encouragement, healing, pleasure, fellowship and
most of all, they are full of God.
Going on a mission trip was very possible when I was a
young student, as I was blessed with long holidays.
However, as I grow older and holidays get shorter, I’ve
begun to perceive the greater challenges in being
committed to missions.

Upcoming 2010-2011 Missions Impact Trip Dates
Kota Kinabalu, Sabah, Malaysia
11-22 December 2010
Myanmar, Burma
27 December 2010 – 7 January 2011
Phnom Penh, Siem Reap and Takeo, Cambodia
27 December 2010 – 6 January 2011

Amplifying Potential!
NLCC has recently started its involvement with the
Academic Mentoring Program (AMP) at Carlisle Primary
School. AMP believes in “amplifying potential through
academic mentoring” and focuses on the following:

As a working adult with only 20 days of annual leave,
participating in a mission trip to Cambodia or Sabah or
Bangkok raises lots of questions. What about a holiday to
Europe? What about visiting family and relatives back
home? What about family holidays? What about the kids?
What about exams? What about career promotions?
Don’t get me wrong, these are important and good things!
But the list goes on and on… And going on missions does
require more and more sacrificing of your time.
Having served in different church ministries for eight years,
that too has required more and more sacrifices. It does
not get easier, only more challenging (maybe it’s part of
God’s character-building plan for me). Missions is no
different.
All I know is that God said this, “Go ye (yes, that is you!)
therefore, and teach all nations, baptising them in the
name of the Father, and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit.”
Matthew 28:19 (KJV) What a huge calling and task! I can’t
complete that! But I can do my part, and you can do yours,
and together, God’s church will complete His calling! By
God’s grace, missions will be an increasing priority and
passion in my life and yours, even when life demands more
and more from us.
Yes, it is true! Life demands a lot from us! We all have
things we want to do and experience on our holidays. We
all have our duties to perform. There are also many things
that we struggle to put down so that we can go to the
nations. I don’t have any answers, but I have one question
that I ask myself…
Missions is God’s priority. What is yours?
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1. Basic academic mentoring to help youth improve
their overall academic achievement.
2. Mentoring to help youth explore the future with
guidance towards the necessary skills needed to
engage life in a positive manner.
Academic mentors will assist students in setting academic goals, time
management, reading, writing and other important skills. They need to be wellinformed about school policies and services so that they can assist in identifying
and seeking any additional support that students may need.
Mentors provide basic academic support and encourage scholastic achievement.
They can add a critical element in any child’s social, emotional and cognitive
development; building a child’s confidence and boosting their academic
performance.
Requirements for all AMP mentors:

•
•
•

Completion of a criminal background screening – Working With Children
Check.
Be committed to helping young people succeed, giving back to the
community and being a positive role model for youth.
Be members of the church involved and endorsed by their church’s pastor.

AMP is coordinated at the school level by the Carlisle
Primary School chaplain, David Bolt, and on the NLCC
level by Pastor Angelina Eu (Advisor) and Christine Lim
(Volunteer Coordinator). Please contact Christine on
0416 418 645 if you are interested in finding out more
about AMP, or to obtain a copy of the school volunteer
guidelines.
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History of New Life City Church
By Elder James Seow
Early days as Genesis Fellowship

New Life City Church began in 1998 as a humble Bible study group with members from two
local churches. With one of these churches moving out of its UWA home of many years, a
vacancy was left in its wake. With their blessings, plans were made to form a new church –
called Genesis Fellowship – to continue to cater for the students at UWA.
During these early years, the church was led by a board of elders, but as the church steadily
grew, so did the needs of the people attending – one of which was for a resident pastor.
The next chapter: New Life City Church

J-Life stall at a UWA Orientation Day

In 2001, Pastor Benny Ho was invited to
take on the role of a supervisory pastor.
Together with a small pastoral team,
Pastor Benny brought a new element into
the church, which was then relaunched as
New Life City Church. That same year, the
Our home for 11 years: Social Sciences Lecture Theatre
at The University of Western Australia
youth ministry exploded onto the scene,
taking on the name Joshua Life, or “J-Life”. With a new-found sense of direction and vision,
both J-Life and NLCC became established as an integral part of the Australian Asian Churches
Network. However, the board of elders still recognised the need for a full-time residential
pastor.
New Life City Church as we know it
In September 2002, we welcomed Pastor Yat Wan Eu, his wife Angelina and their family to
NLCC where they continue to serve. With a new injection of leadership, the church began to
form new ministries, such as the young working adults group. With Pastor Yat Wan’s passion
for overseas missions resounding in the church, the first missions team was sent to Thailand in
2004, and since then our teams have visited Indonesia, Malaysia and Cambodia on a yearly
basis.

The church journeyed on: the Constitution was finalised, and the first ‘Membership Sunday’
saw the vast majority of the congregation sign up. We walked together with church-wide
A Sunday service at NLCC
programmes including 40 Days of Purpose, Just Walk Across The Room and MasterLife. Four
new elders have been added to the board, and in 2008 we welcomed our
youth pastor, Pastor Jason Tan.
Our new home at 329 Orrong Road
Acquiring the property at 329 Orrong Road, Kewdale has been a journey of
tremendous faith from NLCC’s members, and persistence and hard work from
the Building Committee.
The property was put on the market for sale in early 2009, sparking keen
interest from the committee. Our initial offer was declined and the project
was subsequently abandoned. Six months later, the property remained
unsold, and the project was revived as the seller became willing to entertain
other offers. In September 2009, the congregation united in faith to pledge
the required amount for a deposit, and with strong negotiations from the
Building Committee, we were able to secure the property as our very own.

The NLCC sanctuary after the first phase of renovation works

NLCC held its inaugural service on Sunday 13 December, and an in-house Christmas dinner less than a week later on Saturday 19 December – not
only to celebrate Christmas, but to also celebrate the purchase of the new building while appreciating everyone’s faith and commitment in their
generous giving.
We have been blessed by our own church members and a team from Youth With A Mission who volunteered their time to do renovation works.
On Sunday 14 February, NLCC officially moved in, and it has not looked back! Our theme this year is “Building God’s House”, and NLCC is more
united than ever in its goal to fulfil its mission statement: “A united people with passion and purpose – Loving God, Making Disciples”.
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Pastor’s Message: Community Transformation
By Senior Pastor Yat Wan Eu

Whatever house you enter, first say, “Peace be to this
house.” And whatever city you enter, and they receive you,
eat what is set before you; and heal those in it who are sick,
and say to them, “The Kingdom of God has come near to
you.” Luke 10:5,8-9 (NASB)
The principles of transforming our communities are taught in
several places in the Bible, but the most complete model is
found in the above passage. Jesus calls for us to execute the
following four steps in reaching communities:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Speak peace to them
Fellowship with them
Take care of their needs
Proclaim the gospel

These steps are interconnected and the first of these will
open the door to the second step, and then in turn to the
third and fourth. This four-step method was so successful
that soon after Jesus taught it to His disciples, multitudes
came to believe in Him; many people were healed, and
demons surrendered en masse to a bunch of "rookie
disciples".
If we ignore Jesus’ four-step approach by reversing the order
and beginning with the last step – proclaiming the gospel –
we find that in many cases, this approach to witnessing does
not work. And the reason is simple: Why should people
believe that we – complete strangers – are going to heaven
and that they are going to hell? Why should they believe

The New Life City Church Board (L-R): Elder James Seow, Elder Alan Ong,
Senior Pastor Yat Wan Eu, Elder SK Gan, Pastor and Elder Jason Tan

that the Bible is the Word of God? What credibility do we have to cause them
to believe anything we say? For credibility to develop, a process – a
relationship – is necessary.
The beginning of Jesus’ prescribed process calls for us to become shepherds to
the people in our circle of influence. They may not yet know that we are their
pastoral shepherds; but we should know that they are our sheep. We must
begin by caring for them and building a bridge of trust and peace. This attitude
is at the heart of His strategy.
Here in New Life City Church, we need to see ourselves as the extension of
Jesus’ heart to befriend, relate and minister the love of God to our neighbours,
colleagues and friends. To see our communities transformed means that we
must be willing to step out of our comfort zone and use our serving hands to
love and touch the hearts of people around us.
As we dedicate ourselves to the Lord, we unite our hearts and lives with
passion and purpose and begin an exciting phase in the life of NLCC –
Transforming our Communities!

About Our New Logo

Sunday Service
10.00 am – 12 noon

By Pastor Jason Tan

329 Orrong Road,
Kewdale WA

The new church logo was launched at our Annual General Meeting
in November 2009. Three aspects of New Life City Church’s mission
and vision statements are represented in the new logo.
Firstly, the circular objects above the characters “NLCC” depicts
people – every member of NLCC. It reminds us that we are “a
united people with passion and purpose”. The illuminated gradient
fills of the circular objects represent our aim to be passionate and
purposeful people who embody and reflect Christ-like qualities.
Secondly, the abstract strokes that point in various directions
symbolise every person serving God and one another in unity,
which reinforces the concept of “serving hands” in our vision
statement.
Finally, the main theme colour chosen is purple, a colour that
represents royalty. 1 Peter 2:9 “But you are a chosen people, a
royal priesthood, a holy nation, a people belonging to God, that you
may declare the praises of him who called you out of darkness into
his wonderful light.” It is a reminder to us that as people of God, we
are called to be salt and light of this world.
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